Emily Clemente Memorial Tournament, 12/2/17 at the Ursuline School
FP.1. How should the US respond to the crisis in Zimbabwe?
FP.2. What can the US expect from the recent turmoil in the Saudi government?
FP.3. Should Saudi Arabia’s blockade of Yemen be treated as a war crime?
FP.4. Is Iran winning the war for control of the Middle East?
FP.5. How should the world respond to Myanmar for its handling of the Rohingyas?
FP.6. What will be the result of Angela Merkel’s current failure to create a coalition government?
FP.7. What should the US do about North Korea?
FP.8. Will US airstrikes on poppy fields ultimately destroy the Taliban?
FP.9. What do Rex Tillerson’s agency overhauls mean for the future of American diplomacy?
FP.10. Would Mike Pompeo be a better Secretary of State than Rex Tillerson?
FP.11. Should Tom Cotton be director of the CIA?
FP.12. Is ISIS truly mortally wounded?
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Will the tax reform fight benefit Republicans or Democrats more in next year’s elections?
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Should the Federal Reserve raise interest rates?
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Will the GOP tax bill destroy Graduate School education?

What does the battle over the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau mean for the average citizen?
What is the importance of the Uranium One deal?
What should we make of Roy Moore’s continuing popularity among Alabama voters?
Should the Senate confirm Alex Azar as secretary for Health and Human Services?
Should the US eliminate inheritance taxes?
Should Congress mandate that states recognize other states’ “concealed carry” gun permits?
Are Pres. Trump’s judicial nominees being confirmed with insufficient scrutiny?
Should the federal “debt ceiling” be abolished?

Will the GOP tax plan help the middle class?
Is free trade detrimental to the American economy?
How will increased automation impact the American economy?
Should Amazon be prevented from expanding into other industries?
What does the increased value of Bitcoin mean for traditional markets?
Will the GOP tax plan provide a stimulus for the American economy?
What do online Black Friday sales mean for brick and mortar retailers?
Is net neutrality good for business?

Should aid to "sanctuary cities" be denied by the federal government?
Should the US abandon “net neutrality?”
Should Nevada have a monopoly on sports betting?
How should the Supreme Court decide the Carpenter v. US cellphone privacy case?
What should the Trump administration do about the opioid addiction crisis?
What should we learn from the recent rash of sexual harassment allegations?
How concerned should Americans be about Pres. Trump’s retweeting of “Britain First’s” videos?
Should Pope Francis have explicitly mentioned the Rohingyas when visiting Myanmar?

